
WikiDIY for Android helps you find DIY Projects on your smartphone  

 

Ostrava, Czech Republic — October 2nd, 2018 

WikiDIY.org today released WikiDIY app for Android. The WikiDIY application is designed 
as a user-friendly mobile application that allows users to have constant access to DIY projects 
from around the world right in their smartphone, even when offline. Simply connects the user 
with the website WikiDIY.org. Users can browse thousands of DIY projects in this app, add 
their own projects, store projects in a bookmark to make them quickly available even when 
they're offline, rate others. Users can also use the social network, follow others, write 
comments and wall posts, set up groups, and send messages. 

 WikiDIY app Features 

 Be inspired: Are you looking for inspiration for a new DIY project? Don’t know where to 
start? You’ve come to their right place! 

 Bookmark your favorites: If you find the DIY projects you like, you can simply add it to your 
bookmarks to find it quickly next time, even if offline. 

 Share ideas and DIY projects: Everyone can share their project with others. It’s easy. All you 
have to do is register and then fill out a basic form about your project. Do you already have a 
project published somewhere else online? All you need to do is enter the link and we’ll 
redirect others there. 

 Promote your blog: Simply create a profile, and include a link to your blog. 
 Follow others: If you find someone or something that interests you, you’re able to follow 

them. On your profile page, you’ll be able to see their activity on WikiDIY, including new DIY 
projects and posts. 

 Talk with anyone: Send comments, rate the work of others, or offer encouragement and 
advice. 

 Send messages: Communicate with others via private or public messages. 
 Start groups: Start your own group and invite others to join. Connect, discuss, share. 
 Projects sorted in categories: Animals and pets, Art and Design, Cars and motorcycles, 

Computers, Crafts, Electronics, Fashion, Food and drink, Games, Gardening, Geek, Gifts, Hair 
and beauty, Health, Hobby, Holidays and Traditions, Home Decor, Home Improvement, 
Humor, Kids, Others, Outdoor, Phones, Sewing and Stitching, Sports and Fitness, Survival, 
Technology, Toys, Weddings, Woodworking, Youtube DIY 

  

Pricing and Availability 

WikiDIY is available on the Google Play Store for free. WikiDIY is designed for Android 
phones with Android 4 or higher. 

Google Play Store link: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=org.wikidiy.wikidiy 

  



Additional Information 

All content on WikiDIY is free and always will be! No payments, no hidden costs, no limited 
access, no premium accounts. Everyone is equal on WikiDIY. 

Screenshots, icons, and other related media are available for download from here: pr-10-02-18 

  

About WikiDIY.org 

WikiDIY.org was launched at the beginning of 2018 by Tony Poruba as an aggregator of DIY 
projects. On WikiDIY.org are published only DIY projects, instructions, and ideas. NO 
selling links, NO blank pages, NO “TOP 10…” posts. Every link here leads to complete 
tutorial. 

Everyone can share their project with others. Every registered user can submit a DIY project 
directly on WikiDIY.org or link to a completed project anywhere on the Internet. Users can 
also submit their projects placed on Youtube or Vimeo. 

WikiDIY.org is also a social network where people can write on the activity wall, follow 
others, set up groups, discuss and send messages. 
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https://wikidiy.org 

info@wikidiy.org 

Twitter: @wikidiyorg 

 


